2015 kia sorento headlight problems

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Kia Motor Sorento based on all problems reported for the Sorento. Car
was driven a night and headlight were terrible. Vaguely lights a a road sign on a dark street at
yards. Both bulbs have been recently replaced. Seems to be very common with these cars.
Contacted kia and got no help other than take to dealer and pay service fee. Others have
received no help. Usual are told it is just the way these lights are. These light will not light a
closed garage at night. The headlights hi and low are not bright enough to provide for a more
safe visible drive. Low beam headlight bulbs frequently blow out. Headlight assembly dust caps
have been replaced, but the issue remains a problem. We have had to change headlight bulbs
more than a dozen times in the last four years. These are the h7 bulbs that fit the standard
Sorento low beam headlight fixture. Poor visibility from the headlights at night, passengers
constantly asking id headlights are on. In addition have to regularly replace headlight bulbs
every six months. I have changed the headlights in my kia sorenta over 6 times. I am the original
owner and seldom drive at night because I am elderly. How can I get this problem fixed. Last
night we drove from ohio to virginia with dim and no headlights. Time after time, no head lights.
And yes I buy the higher priced high quality recommended light bulbs. This is unsat this is a
major problem. My low beam headlight hit a keep burning out prematurely. I bought the vehicle
with miles, and it now has In not quite 60k miles I have replaced the low beam headlights 7
times. When replacing I have followed the owners manual procedure each time. A quick internet
search of various online forums reveals that I am far from the only person experiencing this
problem. When I brought the issue up to the service department at my dealer, they refused to
acknowledge that there is any issue, and that replacing the lights this many times is just normal
wear and tear. I have had multiple occasions where both low beams burned out simultaneously,
making it necessary to use high beams just to get to a store and buy replacements. This is a
very unsafe condition. The low beam bulbs keep burning out in the front headlights. I've
replaced them four times in the last year. I took the vehicle to a dealership to see if they could
diagnose what was wrong with it. The low beam headlights are dangerously dim. They also burn
out about every 6 months. Low beam headlights are dangerously dim. On mountain roads in
vermont I needed high beams constantly to have reasonable sight distance. On interstate roads
the low beams barely light car lengths ahead of me. The low beams headlights are not bright at
all you can't see when driving down the road, it's really dangerous when you you're turning
corners because they are not bright so you can't see people crossing the street. Also if you turn
off you headlights when driving down the road the dashboard is still visible so you can't tell if
your headlights are on or off. The headlights are extremely dim and are not reparable with bulb
replacement. We were told the housing is flaking. The low-beam headlight has a loose
connection. The bulb is good, but the connection is not. This can create a dangerous situation. I
have seen numerous complaints about this. The abs, esc, and low tire pressure lights keep
coming on. We have had the car fixed and the lights still come on. City kia told us to ignore the
lights cause the sensor was bad. But that's not a good enough answer. Not only that but the
headlights are dull and are hard to see at night, which I do a lot of night time driving. The image
I am attaching is one I took after having repairs made on my car. Headlights mainly low beams
keep burning out and need be replaced about every 6 months to year and half. This time when I
needed to replace the left low beam bulb, I noticed the bulb was out when I was jumping the car
due to a dead battery. A day later the battery was dead again so I took it out and had it tested.
The dealership said the battery was fine. Came home and tested the power to the headlights
both when the car was running and completely off all lights as well as engine. Power is running
to the headlight even when the car is off and not enough that the headlight illuminates but
enough to constantly drain my battery if the car sits for more than 8 hours!!!! This problem
should be looked into further. I will update if able to when I find the cause. Headlight low beam
bulbs continue to burn out. I have replaced three bulbs in the last six months. Obviously, there
is a short somewhere. I have searched the internet for answers and have only found countless
of other kia owners reporting the same problem. This is a safety issue because the headlights
will burn out and inhibit your ability to drive safely at night. The dim headlights in the kia
Sorento have burnt out multiple times. I have replaced the headlamps 4 times in a 15 month
window. I am uncertain when the actual lamps burn out, but I do notice as I am driving. I do not
have an auto feature on my car for the headlights so I manually turn them on before I drive. The
first occurrence of this happened in March of and has burnt out multiple times since. I had to
replace my drivers side headlight unit on my kia Sorento at 62, miles. Could not replace just the
lamp. Headlights keep prematurely burning out. I have replaced the headlight bulbs 4 times in 2.
They have been replaced with both kia replacements, and aftermarket replacements. Makes no
difference, they last months. Fortunately both sides haven't burned out at the same time, it's
usually 1 side then the other. The headlights are so dim that the road is not visible. My cars'

light meter value is 77lu compaired to a nieghbors' headlight value of lu with the same lights.
This low headlight output value makes this car unsafe to drive in low light situations and at
night. The local port charlotte, florida dealers' service manager said that there was no problem
with my headlights. The service manager did not use a light meter. He "eyeballed" it in the
parking lot in daylight. The contact owns a kia Sorento. The contact also stated that the
headlight sensor failed to power off the headlights off during the day. The contact had to power
off the headlights manually. The failure recurred multiple times. The vehicle was taken to a
dealer for diagnostic testing. The mechanic replaced the headlight sensor, but the failure
recurred. The VIN was unavailable the manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was Car Problems. Headlights problem 1. Headlights problem 2. Headlights
problem 3. Headlights problem 4. Headlights problem 5. Headlights problem 6. Headlights
problem 7. Headlights problem 8. Headlights problem 9. Headlights problem Headlights
problems Exterior Lighting problems. Fog Light Switch problems. Headlight Switch problems.
Tail Light Switch problems. Brake Light problems. Kia Motor Sorento owners have reported
problems related to headlights under the exterior lighting category. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Kia Motor
Sorento based on all problems reported for the Sorento. My kia Sorento headlights keep
simultaneously going out. I keep having to replace the bulbs and the plastic is always melted.
Per my research, there is no recall or no real way to fix it. I was told I need to replace the
assembly, which isn't the problem because it is the wiring and I've even read that people keep
having to replace the assembly. I cannot afford that and I'm unhappy about it. See all problems
of the Kia Motor Sorento. Always while moving. This has gotten worse over time. After some
research this appears to be the same problem kia issued a recall for on other vehicles k
vehicles. There are plenty of online forums stating this issue with other Sorentos in various
years. The low beam bulbs keep burning out in the front headlights. I've replaced them four
times in the last year. I took the vehicle to a dealership to see if they could diagnose what was
wrong with it. While driving at night the headlights will turn off and on usually last 10 to 15
seconds, does this at all speeds and and all roads. Will cause you to loose sight of road on non
lit roads. This has happened about 10 times in the last few months. The low beam headlights are
dangerously dim. They also burn out about every 6 months. Low beam headlights are
dangerously dim. On mountain roads in vermont I needed high beams constantly to have
reasonable sight distance. On interstate roads the low beams barely light car lengths ahead of
me. We have experienced random events where the headlights go out for seconds. This makes
for a very scary situation for me and my family when driving in the evening and it all gets dark.
We notice when the vehicle is in motion, city street or highway, we could be in the car for short
amount of time or longer amount of time, warm and cold weather, wet and dry weather, haven't
noticed while turning but have on straight roads, dashboard goes dark too when the headlights
go out. The local kia dealership cannot replicate the issue since it is very random in nature. This
has happened a number of times over the past two years. There have been no injuries due to
this yet. While driving on highway, radio on and only connected via bluetooth. The radio screen
was flickering and then shut down as if I manually turned off. As this happened the dashboard
lights and my headlights shut off. I had to safely pull over and by the time that I did, I couldn't
record it for evidence as it rebooted itself. I called right away and had to wait 2 days for appt.
This is the 3rd time and rick case kia in sunrise FL keeps giving me the run around. My battery
and alternator is fine. I honestly think they stop caring and just give me excuses and tell me
they have to wait for mfg decision on my issue. My issue seems to happen when I am driving
and cannot be on my phone recording as they want some kind of video as proof. So disgusted
with their service and wished I wouldnt have gone with a kia. Since I purchased this vehicle
brand new in December I have had to replace the headlight wiring 4 times and have to change
the headlight bulb at least once every months. Each time I have had the wiring harness replaced
after the third light bulb change the wiring harness begins to melt and then loses connection
with the bulb therefor my headlights are intermittent. The headlights have two weird shapes at
the top line of the headlights. These shapes interfere with the clear driver view at night. This is
dangerous and must be rectified immediately. The low beams headlights are not bright at all
you can't see when driving down the road, it's really dangerous when you you're turning
corners because they are not bright so you can't see people crossing the street. Also if you turn
off you headlights when driving down the road the dashboard is still visible so you can't tell if
your headlights are on or off. Vehicles interior lights, interior dash lights, headlights and other
panel lights click and flicker off and on during various periods of time. The headlights stay off
for a few seconds and repetitively at random times. This has occurred both early in the morning,
in the evenings, it also happens just in the middle of the day to the dash lights and with the
clicking. This has occurred in winter as well as summer. Originally it only occurred when it was

raining, now it occurs daily. This has occurred when the vehicle has been in park and while
driving on highways, on back roads, also at stop lights or a stop sign. The clicking has also
occurred when the vehicle has been off, it will start making clicking noises coming from the
dash area, the same noise as it makes when the headlights and interior and dash lights flicker
when it is on. Also after having a recall repaired I am still having problems with the engine start
stop not starting, as well as the doors not unlocking with the kia remote or by pushing the
button on the exterior handle. The vehicle has also lost steering control during excessive rain.
This occurred on a side street while I was attempting to turn off of a main road onto a side road
the vehicle would not turn. It proceeded to go at a diagonal, only partially turning into a front
lawn during the turn. It was raining when this occurred. I know there have been other issues
with the phantom headlights in other kia models. And they are not fixing the issue, they are
saying it is not occurring. I have left the manager a message at the kia in myrtle beach and have
asked for a good faith repair and I have not heard back. Headlights come on and off randomly.
This is a serious safety hazard that can cause deaths or injuries. I'm very afraid and extremely
nervous when this happens especially when I have my children in the car. I've had to replace
the lights about every other month which is ridiculously expensive. The headlights on my kia
Sorento randomly turn off. It's happened at least 20 times in the past six months. It happens
both day and night. The lights are set to auto. Although the even appears to be random, it is
while the car is in motion and has happed while driving in parking lots as well as major
highways. In order for the lights to come back on, I have to use turn the knob to off then back
on. When the lights turn off at night I can not see anything around me nor can anyone else see
me. I did contact kia and they ran diagnostic testing but could not find the source of the
problem. Headlight low beam light not working. Replaced bulb and within a few weeks, it would
work intermittently. I could wiggle the connection and light would come back on. Then that no
longer worked. I took the bulb out of the connection to replace and noticed the connection was
melted where the bulb connects to the wire harness. I removed bulb until connection can be
replaced. Headlights turn off and on intermittently at night. This occurs in the auto headlight
mode. This while traveling. No external light sources of consequence to trigger shut off.
Sometimes 30 sec others a minute or more. Scary on winding country roads. The right side
passenger headlamp continues to burn out frequently and the components look melted. In
searching this situation online, there are a lot of reports of the same thing happening although
kia doesn't accept responsibility. I am currently driving with only 1 headlight, which isn't safe.
The headlights are extremely dim and are not reparable with bulb replacement. We were told the
housing is flaking. The front headlights are dangerously low and I have to drive with high beams
on at night. Changing new bulbs doesn't fix the problem!. Vehicle has consistently needed
headlights replaced every 3 months. Vehicle lights will come on and or off while driving in the
dark. This is a deadly safety hazard and should be remedied. Tl the contact owns a kia Sorento.
The contact stated that the headlights were dim while driving at night. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure and referred the contact to the dealer. The vehicle was taken to kia of
augusta , located at gordon hwy, augusta, GA for a check up. The technician offered to replace
the headlights with aftermarket parts, for which the contact would be partly responsible for the
cost. The contact could not tell whether the part was available. The vehicle was not repaired.
The failure mileage was approximately 77, While driving down the road at night and the
headlights set to auto, they will randomly turn off on their own. I have almost been in a head on
collision because of this. Turning the light control manually to either off or manual on and then
back to auto gets them back on. How can such a safety issue not be addressed? I see posts
about this all over the interent - especially for the model. Please approach kia and have them
issue a recall for this issue. People who live in rural areas without lit roads can be serious
injured - especially if its the first time it occurs and they are not prepared to fiddle with the light
control to get it operating again. Date provided in the form represents the most recent
occurrence of the issue - not the only. Lighting from headlights is too dim to drive at night.
Cannot see 5 feet ahead. Bulbs were replaced. Dealer adjusted them. Still no change.
Dangerous to drive at night. While driving at any speed, the headlights went out intermittently
without warning. The dealer and manufacturer were not made aware of the failure. The vehicle
was not diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage was approximately , I have been having this
problem for a long time, the low beam headlights socket keep burning out, I took my vehicle to
many technician and they change the socket and after a month or 2 it burns the socket again,
the tech said it seems like a factory problem. The headlights go off while driving for no apparent
reason. Apparently has happened for over a year. Recently my son drove the car and mentioned
it and then my daughter said that it has been happening since last summer. The contact stated
that the air bag indicator illuminated and remained lit. The contact also stated that the
headlights operated intermittently and the steering wheel pulled to the right. There was no

warning indicator illuminated. An appointment was scheduled with lee johnson kia , located at
ne 85th st, kirkland, wa The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. Driver side
headlight continually burns out. We have been told that the wiring in the head lamp is burnt out
and the entire head lamp needs to be replaced. This seems to be a continual problem with this
car. I have tried multiple different bulbs led and halogen , with no change. They are dim enough
that there is a shadow of my car in front of me when there is another car behind me at night. I
have a head lights that keep going in and out. I have had it repairs a lot of times but it keeps
doing it. Ithen got a paper in the mail for a extension on the lights for my model vehicle cause
the connectors in the headlight assembly needed to be replaced so I took it to kia. They told me
that because I had it fixed so many time that theres not enough wire to replace it again this was
on may 14 and they said that my whole headlight assembly needed to be changed in order to fix
it but they would have to ask kia for coverage. On may 30th I called again to see if they were
gonna cover it and they said no even tho this a safety concern. That because I didn't go to them
to fix it in the first place they wont cover it. The low-beam headlight has a loose connection. The
bulb is good, but the connection is not. This can create a dangerous situation. I have seen
numerous complaints about this. Engine light is on, keeps stalling out at a stop or when
turning, smells like something burning, now making a rough grinding noise from motor. Keeps
going through oil, putting two quarts of oil in every other day. Passenger side door in back wont
open from the outside. The passenger side headlight keeps blowing out, the tires on the front
end keep going bold. Car Problems. Headlights problem of the Kia Motor Sorento Problem
Category Number of Problems Headlights problems Headlights problems. Exterior Lighting
problems. Brake Light problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Headlight Switch problems. Turn
Signal problems. Fog Light Switch problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Turn Signal Switch
problems. Tail Light problems. Kia Motor Sorento owners have reported problems related to
headlights under the exterior lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Kia Motor Sorento based
on all problems reported for the Sorento. Was driving home on icy snow covered roads with
three children in my vehicle when all of a sudden my passenger low beam light went out making
it difficult to see the road. On too of the snow and ice mixture I was also traveling through an
area of construction so all the street lights were out and having only one headlight made it
difficult and scary to navigate the road and all the construction comes. I drove the rest of the
way home with my high beams on and the next day immediately bought a replacement bulb.
Which was a waste of money. Because the bulb is not the issue. Being a single mom of 3 I do
not have money to be wasting and now I'm not only out the money for the bulb but I still have to
passenger side low beam making it unsafe for me to drive at night and I cannot afford a ticket
for driving everywhere with my high beams on. From reading all these complaints it sounds like
the whole assembly needs replaced which is expensive and also not something I will be able to
afford anytime soon. I just bought this vehicle used a couple months ago and I have loved it up
until now. I wish that kia would issue a recall and fix what is obviously a manufacturers mishap.
See all problems of the Kia Motor Sorento. Car was driven a night and headlight were terrible.
Vaguely lights a a road sign on a dark street at yards. Both bulbs have been recently replaced.
Seems to be very common with these cars. Contacted kia and got no help other than take to
dealer and pay service fee. Others have received no help. Usual are told it is just the way these
lights are. These light will not light a closed garage at night. On Dec 31 I replaced both headlight
bulbs due to the passenger bulb being out. On approximately Jan 20th , bulb was not on
driver's side was on. Pulled bulb and put it back in, making sure it was securely seated. Turned
on lights, bulb came back on. The next day, noticed bulb was out again driver's side still
working. Bought a new bulb, replaced other bulb which is less than 3 weeks old. On
approximately Jan 30th, noticed bulb was out again driver's side still working. Vehicle has never
been in an accident, nor has the headlight assembly been replaced, only the bulb. On Jan 31 I
pulled existing bulb, snapped back into place, turned vehicle back on. Bulb which appeared to
not be working, turned on. Pulled bulb and put in the previous bulb bought Dec 31 back in,
snapped in place, turned vehicle on, and bulb worked. This would seem to indicate a problem
with either the headlamp assembly, or the "pigtail" for the low beam bulb. Headlights initially
were just flickering on occasion now headlights are turning off while driving. Sometimes turning
them on and off helps. Been gradually getting worse. Now all lights will not turn on including
brights. Horn also not working. Has happened multiple times at night on busy city streets. Went
to check my headlight bulb as my headlight stopped working again after just replacing the bulb
a few weeks ago. What I found is that the connector to the bulb was completely melted. The
headlights went out while I was driving on the highway going 70 miles per hour. I was getting
ready to brake and turn and was unable to see anything outside of the vehicle. The lights were
off for approximately 10 seconds. Passenger side headlight went out. The clip on the housing

that holds the headlight was broken. Replaced it. Light started working then went out again.
This time the wires in the housing came loose. Light out again. It doesn't matter if the car is
stationary, in motion, it'll work when it wants to. As for the body of the vehicle. Pulled into a car
wash to spray it off. Turned around to start and noticed on the driver side mirror a spot of paint
missing about the size of a quarter. Down to the primer. The paint is dark cherry pearl. There is
no scratch, dent, or anything that caused it. Airbag light came on today while driving on the
highway roughly70mph , will not shut off, vehicle not under recall for airbags at this time.
Headlights and taillights randomly come on and off, even with brand new bulbs, have changed
bulbs almost monthly in last 3 years. Buttons on steering wheel do not work properly including cruise control not working, volume button starts voice command, etc. Headlights
intermittently turn off while driving or don't work when you turn the car on and then will
randomly start working again. It is usually just one headlight, but did have both go out one
night. Low beam headlight bulbs burn out and need to be replace every 3 to 4 months. They
have always burnt out with being stationary in parking lots at all times and season of the year.
When one side burns out it can be a month to 4 months before the other side burns out. I
purchased the vehicle in early and since that time I have replace almost 10 or more bulbs since
owning the vehicle. Hello, problems with the headlights of kia Sorento , these are very dim and
in the dark you can see little or nothing and this can cause a big accident on the road.
Headlights low beams shut off while driving. Often seem to occur when using signal or
afterwards. Lights other times might just go off briefly, or require driver to put high beams on
then toggle down to low beams. Occurs often on highway and secondary roads. Many similar
reports on internet. There had been a warranty extension for low beam wire harness that may or
may not be associated, however any loss of lights due to a known problem is clearly a safety
hazard. Kia has a history of minimizing issues that should be safety recalls. Dealership service
area continually states they cannot recreate issue, of course they attempt during the day light
hours. I have noticed that while driving at night, my headlights are extremely, dangerously dim. I
have changed the bulbs, and I can still barely see in front of me without clicking on the high
beams. What can be done about this issue? I am so terrified to drive at night, I only go five
minutes away from my house if necessary. I'm also afraid I will get a traffic citation for driving
with high beams on, but sometimes in my area with poor lighting, I have no other choice. I'm
driving at night but depending on the car behind me to give me more light, which isn't good. If
there's no traffic behind me, I'm definitely forced to put on the high beams. The headlights don't
shine on anything and it's hard to find your way at night. The engine has a different rhythm at
rpm. Headlights, especially low beam are dangerously dim. I can barely even see them shining
on the road when driving at night. The interior dome light and vanity lights do not work at all. It
is not a fuse and not a bulb. The headlights also turn off without warning. I have replaced the
bulbs too many times to speak of. Same assembly has been replaced by dealer on two
occasions. Replacement light bulbs have not resolved the issue, pointing to issue with entire
assembly. The headlights hi and low are not bright enough to provide for a more safe visible
drive. Low beam headlight bulbs frequently blow out. Headlight assembly dust caps have been
replaced, but the issue remains a problem. We have had to change headlight bulbs more than a
dozen times in the last four years. These are the h7 bulbs that fit the standard Sorento low beam
headlight fixture. Poor visibility from the headlights at night, passengers constantly asking id
headlights are on. In addition have to regularly replace headlight bulbs every six months. My
driver's side headlight keeps going out. At first I thought it was the bulb and I changed the bulb
but it was still out. I went to my mechanic and they fixed it. While I was driving down the
highway going about 55mph the light went out. I took it back and they fixed it again. The light
stayed on for a day, then went out while I was again driving about 55mph on the highway. The
next morning when I turned them on again it came back on so I thought it was fixed, then while I
was on that same highway it went out again and it hasn't come back on. In auto mode when
driving at night the headlights and dashboard lights turn off without warning. Left blinker is fast
after replacement and dim. Right headlight replaced and works temporarily if you unplug it abs
plug in. Multiple times, with vehicle in parked, with the lighting settings set to "auto", the
headlights have turned "on" by themselves with the car locked and empty more than 4 times
that I know of - could have drained battery overnight if I did not catch and cycled lock
mechanism. Multiple times, with vehicle in motion, with the lighting settings set to "auto", the
headlights have cycled randomly from off to on, and vice versa, and quickly reversing to normal
operation again more than 10 times that I have noticed when it should not have happened by
August 2nd , both during daytime and night external lighting conditions, both on roads and
highways. Note that when this happened, the lighting level outside did not warrant a change in
condition. Probably an electrical defect with the automatic external light level detector. Could
cause an accident when headlights turn off by themselves at night while driving on roads or

highways. Vehicle has miles. I have changed the headlights in my kia sorenta over 6 times. I am
the original owner and seldom drive at night because I am elderly. How can I get this problem
fixed. Last night we drove from ohio to virginia with dim and no headlights. Time after time, no
head lights. And yes I buy the higher priced high quality recommended light bulbs. This is unsat
this is a major problem. Low beam headlights are dangerously dim. They have already been
replaced once, I do not believe it is the bulb as iihs has rated these lights on this model as poor
as well. While driving on any road without reflectors or overhead lights in the evening it is very
hard to see the painted lines. I feel very unsafe on paved country roads, even ones that are
straight for miles. Turns feel more dangerous, and this is even a problem on the highway in
major cities where no overhead illumination is present on the roadway. When turning blinker on
headlights will flash a few times then turn off very completely so dangerous. Vehicle headlight
polycarbonate plastic blistering, peeling, cracking and other severely deterioration aspects are
happening in a fast, exponential manner. Both headlights have continued to progress
deteriorating since April, before the 3 year purchase period of the vehicle. We have owned 4
brand new kia vehicles, and none before this one have ever displayed this headlight housing
deterioration before. We researched this type of deterioration to see if it was a common issue
across kia and other vehicle manufacturers, and we did not find anything displaying anything
that our headlights are producing outside of what one would consider normal wear eventual
discoloration. We are concerned for our nighttime driving safety regarding to this apparent
manufacturing defect in the quality of the headlight plastic. We are concerned with the nighttime
visibility eventually being compromised. My low beam headlight hit a keep burning out
prematurely. I bought the vehicle with miles, and it now has In not quite 60k miles I have
replaced the low beam headlights 7 times. When replacing I have followed the owners manual
procedure each time. A quick internet search of various online forums reveals that I am far from
the only person experiencing this problem. When I brought the issue up to the service
department at my dealer, they refused to acknowledge that there is any issue, and that replacing
the lights this many times is just normal wear and tear. I have had multiple occasions where
both low beams burned out simultaneously, making it necessary to use high beams just to get
to a store and buy replacements. This is a very unsafe condition. Tl the contact owns a kia
Sorento. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the headlamps failed to remain
illuminated with the headlamp switch in the auto position. The turn signals were also
inoperable. The contact stated that headlight suggested message was displayed on the
instrument panel. The contact stated that the headlamps operated as designed with the
headlamp switch in the on position. The vehicle was taken to greenway kia west located at e
colonial dr, orlando, FL to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that the multi-function
switch needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware
of the failure and a case was opened. The failure mileage was approximately 38, My headlights
continue to blow out every few weeks, no matter what kind of bulb I use. Last night while on a
very dark and rainy road, both headlights went out forcing me to drive with my hazards with my
children in the car. Very dangerous. Apparently, this isn't an isolated incident. This headlight
problem has been ongoing with kia and since I purchased this vehicle in with 26, miles. And I
replaced many headlight bulbs then December went to dealership to get led safety daylight
headlight bulb replaced. And told never seen that light ever go out. Prior to this I already had
the other headlight assembly replaced for constant lighting problems. Which the dealership had
in stock and that told me kia had a problem. Vehicle now has 72, miles on it. I called kia
assistance and told them of problem with lights and the free replacement of the other assembly.
They were on deaf ears. So here I am filing my complaint and hoping enough pressure is
applied to kia that they recall all models with the problem. The headlights have repeatedly
burned out. I would estimate that I have replaced the right side low beam times and the left side
times. It's been roughly a ratio. This last time both headlights burned out within an hour of each
other at night. Fortunately I keep an extra bulb in the car and I was able to change out one of
them so I didn't have to drive home with no headlights at all. This was a potentially dangerous
situation. I have researched this and while I don't see a recall I do see that many owners have
posted on forums that they're having the same issue. Just as a point of reference my silverado
had the headlights replaced in after an accident and have I have yet to replace a headlight while
driving the chevy approximately the same number of miles as the kia. Car Problems. Headlights
problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 1. Headlights problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 2. Headlights
problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 3. Headlights problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 4. Headlights
problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 5. Headlights problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 6. Headlights
problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 7. Headlights problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 8. Headlights
problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 9. Headlights problem of the Kia Motor Sorento Problem
Category Number of Problems Headlights problems Exterior Lighting problems. Brake Light

problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Headlight Switch problems. Turn Signal problems. Fog
Light Switch problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Tail Light
problems. One of these issues, failing headlights, is currently the subject of an investigation by
the government. Having two working headlights is crucial to safely drive down the road. That
could be an issue for the Kia Sorento. Depending on the results of the investigation, a recall
could be issued for the Kia Sorento. According to Car Complaints , a federal investigation
began in June and is currently underway into sudden headlight failures in Kia Sorentos from
through Owners described repeated failures even after dealership repairs. The complaints
suggest that the headlights turn themselves off when the car makes a turn or drives on the
highway regardless of the speed. Sometimes the headlights turn back on again. Sometimes
turning the vehicle off and back on again will help the headlights turn back on. Owners
submitting their issues to Car Complaints have mentioned replacing headlight bulbs, wiring,
and the entire assembly several times. So far, the investigation suggests that the problem may
be connected to a thermal overload on the connectors. No crashes or injuries have been
reported in connection with the headlight failures. Following a redesign for the model year, the
Kia Sorento saw increased issues submitted to Car Complaints for several years. The Sorento
has the most submitted complaints, currently with , but Car Complaints named the Sorento as
the worst model year. The model year also suffered from engine stalls and blown motors at low
mileage. All three model years plus earned CarComplaint. The Kia Sorento already has six
recalls. These cover its brake-shift interlock mechanism, stop lamp switch, wire harness and
converter module, intermediate driveshaft, brake calipers, and the wiring harness for interior
lights. The model year is affected by three recalls. These require repairs for the high-pressure
fuel pipe, engine bearings, and the brake-shift interlock mechanism. The same three recalls are
also covered for the model year. Some of these concerns have been so serious that owners
filed a class-action lawsuit against Kia and Hyundai over the engine problems, which resulted in
engine recalls for the â€” Sorento, â€” Optima, â€” Sportage. There are other investigations as
well for these Kia Sorento models. The model has two other open investigations into non-crash
vehicle fires and spontaneous sunroof breakage. In addition to those two, the model year also
has an investigation into the scope and timeliness of a previous engine recall. The model year is
affected by these three additional open investigations as well. Or, if the company decides it is
justified, Kia could issue its own recall for the headlights. A recall of â€” Kia Sorentos currently
would affect about , owners, but the investigation could be broadened if the headlight problem
is determined to affect more vehicles or model years. Kia Motors America has provided a phone
number for owners to call with any questions: Headlight issues in the â€” Kia Sorento. Then get
new headlights bulbs. I would say something else is going on. I have 10 year old halogens and
they are as bright as when they were new. More information needed. Are they halogens or
HIDs? Is this sudden or have they always been problematic? Should I approach the dealer about
the ballast. This car has bumper to bumper and that should be covered? It is only the low
beams that are the problem. I bought this about a year ago and they have always been this bad.
No, I am not sure. Am trying to be sure but I think it is the low beams. As you said they are
dangerous. Cant see 50 ft. Why did you not have the lights checked as soon as you noticed they
did not work like you thought they should. Apparently this is a used vehicle so only the dealer
can say if this is a covered item. All that you can do is have them looked at and have the
problem fixed. No one here can really see what the lights are like so all than be done is guess. I
did complain as soon as we noticed the proble, with in a cpl days. We did not test drive the car
at night and it was a few more days after we took it home until we did drive it at nite. The
filament in halogen lamps are consumed as they are used. In addition, the vaporized material
re-deposits on the interior of the lamp surfaces and further reduces output. They may seem as
bright as new but they are not. Yours are still effective but they have gone down in output
unless yours can defy the laws of physicsâ€¦. Not only the Owners Manual but the OP could
have asked the dealer , did a simple web search or even gone to a different dealer. Frankly , the
suggestion by the dealer to replace the bulbs makes sense. The car has a bumper to bumper
full warranty as well as an extended warranty I purchased. No, and KIA seems very arrogant
about it. I called them direct, I went to a different dealer, they all say that it is just the way they
are. My Sorento headlites are dangerously dim, especially the lw beams. Try new, brighter
bulbs. Worth a try. More than likely the HID headlight ballast requires replacement. Not sure
what bulbs are in it? I will find out. This still is under 40K miles and is still under original
warrantyAND we bought the extended warranty. I will not buy another car from that dealer. No
help. They just say "that's how the lites are on new model cars". And tell me to go on line and
but LED bulbs? I need a way to contact KIA direct Thank you all for your in-put. All they did was
shrug their shoulders and proclaim that that's just how these cars are!! But I am going to check
the owners manual. I should have thought of that. Have you fixed this problem. I am having the

same issue. My lenses are not cloudy of fogged. The low beams are just not brite enough. It is
dangerous. If you find a solution or anyone sympathetic at KIA please let me know. So how do
you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. The headlights hi and low are not bright enough to provide for a more safe
visible drive. Low beam headlight bulbs frequently blow out. Headlight assembly dust caps
have been replaced, but the issue remains a problem. We have had to change headlight bulbs
more than a dozen times in the last four years. These are the H7 bulbs that fit the standard
Sorento low beam headlight fixture. Keeps blowing out low beam head lites. Replaced four
times in the last year. Took in to dealer to look at. Was told nothing they could do about it. I
found out by online research that this is not just a couple reports. It is dangerous at nite we
have to drive with daylites. Not bright enough for driving. It is a safety issue. Kia will not do
anything to fix problem that is a safety issue. Search CarComplaints. I had to replace my drivers
side headlight unit on my Kia Sorento at 62, miles. Could not replace just the lamp. The
headlights on my car are dangerously dim. I have resorted to having to run my fog lights just to
get enough light on the road. I've tried numerous types of after market lights and nothing makes
them brighter. I believe this is a safety hazard that Kia somehow missed. My low beam headlight
hit a keep burning out prematurely. I bought the vehicle with miles, and it now has In not quite
60K miles I have replaced the low beam headlights 7 times. When replacing I have followed the
owners manual procedure each time. A quick internet search of various online forums reveals
that I am far from the only person experiencing this problem. When I brought the issue up to the
service department at my dealer, they refused to acknowledge that there is any issue, and that
replacing the lights this many times is just normal wear and tear. I have had multiple occasions
where both low beams burned out simultaneously, making it necessary to use high beams just
to get to a store and buy replacements. This is a very unsafe condition. Well once again after a
month they were dim. I noticed the bulb burnt out. So I went to advance auto parts and bought
new bulbs. The lights keep burning out so I believe there is something here that needs to be
investigated whether it be electrical or something else. Thank you. The low beam bulbs keep
burning out in the front headlights. I've replaced them four times in the last year. I took the
vehicle to a dealership to see if they could diagnose what was wrong with it. The low beam
headlights are dangerously dim. They also burn out about every 6 months. The low beams
headlights are not bright at all you can't see when driving down the road, it's really dangerous
when you you're turning corners because they are not bright so you can't see people crossing
the street. Also if you turn off you headlights when driving down the road the dashboard is still
visible so you can't tell if your headlights are on or off. The headlights are extremely dim and
are not reparable with bulb replacement. We were told the housing is flaking. The low-beam
headlight has a loose connection. The bulb is good, but the connection is not. This can create a
dangerous situation. I have seen numerous complaints about this. The dim headlights in the Kia
Sorento have burnt out multiple times. I have replaced the headlamps 4 times in a 15 month
window. I am uncertain when the actual lamps burn out, but I do notice as I am driving. I do not
have an auto feature on my car for the headlights so I manually turn them on before I drive. The
first occurrence of this happened in March of and has burnt out multiple times since. We have
had the car fixed and the lights still come on. City Kia told us to ignore the lights cause the
sensor was bad. But that's not a good enough answer. Not only that but the headlights are dull
and are hard to see at night, which I do a lot of night time driving. The image I am attaching is
one I took after having repairs made on my car. Night time driving is difficult with the head
lights. Normal lights will light up maybe 20ft. It is mainly challenging to see when there are no
street lights or other vehicles on the road. The passenger tail light went dim while braking and
then stopped working only when braking. Replacing the bulb does not fix the problem. Kia
dealer says they will have to put on a machine and they think its an internal computer issue. I
have noticed many other Sorento's with the exact same tail light out when braking. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. The Kia Sorento comes highly recommended
to consumers shopping for a small or midsize crossover SUV with a third-row seat, thanks to its
well-mannered driving characteristics, roomy interior and generous standard and optional
features. We like the Kia Sorento, but we recommend getting the V6 instead of the standard
four-cylinder engine. After last year's significant but essentially under-the-skin "redesign," the
Kia Sorento carries over for and as such it remains a solid pick in its class. Actually, stating
"class" may be inaccurate, given that the Sorento straddles the line between compact and
midsize crossovers, comparing directly to neither. This Kia offers a few key features -- namely
available V6 power and a third-row seat -- not typically offered on the compacts while still not
being as large and unwieldy as traditional midsizers. That combination could be the happy

medium that satisfies families looking to get maximum bang for their crossover buck. In
addition to its endearing duality, the Kia Sorento also earns points for its solid build quality,
comfortable ride, generous standard features even the midgrade EX comes with leather
upholstery and heated front seats and user-friendly electronic interfaces. But now that Kia has
established itself as a maker of quality vehicles, its former "Hook 'em with bargain pricing"
strategy isn't really in play anymore. Certainly, there are a lot of great choices in this price
range. The equally impressive Hyundai Santa Fe comes to mind, and its third-row seat is
roomier than the Sorento's. You could also check out the bigger Dodge Durango , the similarly
sized but lacking a third-row option Ford Edge or top compact crossovers like the Honda CR-V.
Overall, though, we think the Kia Sorento, which earns an overall Edmunds "B" rating ,
deserves a spot on your consideration list, especially if you need a reasonably sized crossover
SUV that can seat seven in a pinch. The LX V6 adds the V6 engine, roof rails and a third-row
seat. To the LX, the EX adds inch wheels, automatic headlights, foglights, a rear spoiler, roof
rails, keyless ignition and entry, adjustable steering assist, rear parking sensors, dual-zone
automatic climate control, rear air-conditioning, leather upholstery, heated front seats, an
eight-way power driver seat with power lumbar support , a four-way power passenger seat, a
third-row seat, ambient interior lighting, an enhanced gauge cluster, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror, rear-seat sunshades, Kia's Uvo telematics system and a rearview camera. Optional on
the EX is the Touring package, which adds a power liftgate, a panoramic sunroof, a blind-spot
monitoring system, driver memory settings, ventilated front seats, an 8-inch touchscreen
display, a navigation system and a speaker Infinity surround-sound system. The SX-L the
Limited tops it off with chrome wheels, xenon headlights, a heated and wood-trimmed steering
wheel, heated rear seats and upgraded leather upholstery. The Kia Sorento is offered with two
engine choices. The base engine for the LX is a 2. Optional on the LX and standard on all others
is a 3. All Sorentos come with a six-speed automatic transmission. Front-wheel drive is
standard, and all-wheel drive is available as an option. These are underwhelming numbers
compared with those of small crossovers, though those vehicles are smaller and lighter.
Standard safety features for all Kia Sorento models include antilock disc brakes, stability and
traction control, hill start assist, front-seat side airbags, side curtain airbags for the first two
rows and active front headrests. The same is true for the Uvo telematics system ; its safety
features include roadside assistance, collision notification and restrictions and tracking for
secondary drivers. A blind-spot monitoring system is standard on SX models and optional on
the EX. In government crash tests, the Kia Sorento earned a perfect five-star overall rating ,
along with five-star ratings for its performance in front- and side-impact crash protection. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety rated the Sorento with its top score of "Good" for
moderate-overlap frontal-impact, side-impact, roof-strength and whiplash reduction seats and
head restraints tests. In the agency's small-overlap frontal-offset impact test, however, the
Sorento received the lowest score of "Poor. Most drivers will find that the Kia Sorento feels a bit
underpowered with the base four-cylinder engine. Considering the four's negligible fuel
economy advantage, upgrading to the V6 engine is well worth it if your budget allows. The V6 is
smooth and provides plenty of power for passing and merging, though it can get a bit loud at
higher rpm. The smooth six-speed automatic is hard to fault with its smooth and timely
gearchanges. While cruising at highway speeds, the Sorento is exceptionally quiet, with a
minimum of road noise. For the most part, we also like the way it rides, as the suspension soaks
up most bumps with ease. Really harsh impacts, however, such as deeper potholes and buckled
pavement, can send a jolt through the cabin. Handling is similarly mostly good until the Sorento
is faced with more extreme circumstances. Around turns, the Kia's handling is far from sporty,
but most drivers should find it sure-footed enough for a family vehicle. When navigating the
confines of a parking lot, the big Kia feels smaller than it really is and in general it's quite a bit
more maneuverable than larger seven-passenger SUVs. Even in its base trim level, the Kia
Sorento boasts a generous offering of standard features. The quality of cabin materials is
acceptable, though it can seem as if there's a bit too much hard plastic if you've sprung for the
pricey SX or SX-L. The 8-inch touchscreen boasts an intuitive menu structure, sharp graphics
and a secondary control knob that all together make for one of the most user-friendly tech
interfaces on the market. The gauge cluster can also feature an optional large LCD that digitally
replicates an analog speedometer and provides additional trip computer information. Front
passengers will enjoy a commanding view of the road ahead and seats that are comfortable and
supportive. Adult passengers will likely find plenty of headroom and legroom in the second row
as well. But the optional third-row seats are suitable for children only. Accessing the third row
is also a bit tricky. Cargo space is on the generous side compared with that of compact
crossovers, with Folding those away expands that space to But dedicated three-row crossovers
are notably roomier. A round of updates for the model year has added more power to the V6

engine, a retuned suspension and more refinements to the interior. With its long list of features
that includes an optional third row of seating, it offers a practical and comfortable, if not
exciting, option for SUV shoppers. What Is It? The Sorento is a small to midsize SUV that's
available in numerous configurations. You can order it with either four- or six-cylinder engines,
front- or all-wheel drive as well as two-row five-seat or three-row seven-seat seating
arrangements. All models come with a six-speed automatic transmission. The 2. The 3. The V6
is the one tested here. But then, it includes nearly every convenience you could ever want, such
as the V6 and all-wheel drive, three-mode adjustable steering, a sunroof, power liftgate,
dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled front seats, navigation, a speaker Infinity audio
system, a back-up camera and Kia's first-ever blind-spot detection system. How Does It Drive?
With a high driving position and slim windshield pillars, the Sorento has excellent forward
visibility. The rearmost pillars, though, are quite thick and the extra side windows back there are
of little help for lane-change maneuvers. The standard rearview camera with parking lines helps
when backing up, though. The V6 is smooth, if a bit overly loud at higher rpm, and works in
concert nicely with the six-speed automatic. Low-end torque isn't stupendous just pound-feet at
a high 5, rpm but the automatic is intelligent about letting it use the available grunt instead of
instantly downshifting. Regardless, upshifts are the definition of the term "seamless," and
there's plenty of power for merging onto a fast-moving highway. We recorded zero to 60 mph in
7. That's quicker than most small SUVs and about equal to most midsizers. Via a steering wheel
button you can change the levels of electric power assist between Comfort, Normal and Sport.
We preferred the heavier weighting and more intuitive feel of the Sport setting, not just for our
instrumented track testing but for all of our driving, even around town. Luckily Flex Steer
doesn't reset each time you turn the car off, so you can set it and forget it. The Sorento is no
sportster, that's for sure, but it's more than capable of tackling turns at normal speeds in a
controlled manner. Get near its limits, though, especially if you throw a midcorner bump into the
mix, and it starts to get sloppy. The suspension, and the Sorento in general, just can't cope with
extremes as well as some competitors. In a similar fashion, the Sorento delivers a comfortable,
cushy ride, right up until you encounter a deep pothole or large bump, at which point it
transmits the harshness directly to the cabin and you're suddenly wondering what happened to
the ride quality. Noise is well-damped for the most part. The tires stay quiet even over coarse
sections and even the expansive side mirrors only give some minor wind rustling. That said, rev
the V6 out above 5, rpm and it gets unnecessarily intense. The front seats are flat and
well-padded for all-day comfort, even if the leather isn't overly supple. The center armrest is
fairly plush but the door armrest has a plastic trim piece at the exact point where you want to
rest your elbow. The second-row seats have firm padding but are still pretty comfy, aided by a
high perch and good legroom. The whole seat slides fore and aft and the seatbacks recline. As
in most vehicles its size, the third row is pretty cramped. With the seat positioned directly on
the floor, your knees will feel like they're right up into your chest. If you plan on carting adults
around back there on any kind of a regular basis, you're going to need a bigger SUV. In general,
the Sorento's interior controls are easy to learn. All Sorentos come with an 8-inch touchscreen
with large buttons and a sensible menu structure. The dual-zone climate control in the SX model
has simple-to-use controls, and there are vents for both the second and third rows. Up front the
seats are heated and cooled, with the outboard second-row seats heated as well. The liftgate
has power operation but there isn't a button for it up front near the driver. The center console
cupholders would benefit from some anti-tip technology but they're otherwise well sized. Not
great. During some minor off-roading we exceeded the limits of the all-wheel-drive system in a
hurry. On a slippery but not overly steep dirt uphill slope, we nearly got the Sorento stuck, to
the point two of its tires were just sitting there spinning. Grippier tires would've surely helped
the situation, but it was obvious this isn't a very sophisticated system. How Safe Is It? In federal
government tests, the NHTSA gave the Kia Sorento a five-star overall crash rating, including
five stars for frontal and side-impact and four stars for rollover. Private testing performed by the
IIHS has not yet rated the model, but the nearly identical Sorento received the top score of
"Good" for moderate overlap front, side, roof strength, head restraints and seats, but the lowest
score of "Poor" in the small overlap front test, a new addition to its testing regimen. That's one
of the longest in the segment. Our test driver called the Sorento's braking abilities "barely
adequate," thanks in part to the soft pedal feel, some pedal fade and a bit of side-to-side squirm.
We averaged For improved mileage, the base front-drive LX model uses a 2. What Are Its
Closest Competitors? The Sorento's straddle-the-fence positioning between small and midsize
crossovers, along with the availability of both a third row and a V6, give it some extra leverage
versus its main competitors. Plus, this fence-straddling blurs the line as to exactly which
vehicles are direct competitors. Like the Sorento, the Chevrolet Equinox offers both
four-cylinder and V6 engine options. It has a longer wheelbase and overall length than the

Sorento, yet oddly less EPA interior volume. The Equinox gets high marks for its plush ride but
doesn't have a third-row option. Pricing starts within a couple hundred dollars of the Sorento.
Strong suits are a quiet cabin and composed ride, plus multiple engine choices, including two
V6s and a turbocharged four-cylinder. It's also about 6 inches shorter than the Sorento, with
less interior volume and maximum cargo space. If traditional compact SUVs are just too small
for your tastes but you don't need a true midsizer, the Sorento may satisfy your need for
something in between. The combination of optional third-row seating, multiple trim levels and a
choice of four or six-cylinder engines makes it a unique offering in the segment. Even though
Kia has been continually improving the Sorento, it still isn't as refined as rivals like the Honda
CR-V in terms of ride quality or interior materials. It's also not one of the more efficient vehicles
in the class, so if fuel mileage is a top concern there are better choices. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia Sorento. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia
Sorento lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Standard four-cylinder engine's mediocre acceleration and fuel
economy typically more expensive than a small crossover. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Apart from a minor shuffling
of features, the Kia Sorento carries over essentially unchanged. Read more. Write a review See
all 31 reviews. Love this car but Beautiful car inside and out. It's fun to drive. Priced well. My
biggest complaint is the fuel economy. It has a 18 gallon tank and it goes through that really
fast. I'm thinking the 4 cylinder engine is just too small for the weight of the truck. It just drags
on acceleration. I have to punch it to go up hills. If you get one, buy the V6. Read less. It is an
absolute pleasure to drive. The extra row of seats in back is a wonderful addition. Surprisingly
roomy in 2nd row. The responsiveness of voice program and sound system along with other
techno gadgets are great! Incredible Steering.. First week went on a trip, drove it a thousand
miles through interstate and city traffic in Orlando and it got a hard to believe average of 26
mpg.. Yes this is a keeper!!!!! To top it off the rear view camera makes handling the SUV easy as
pie. WOW I could say more. Thanks KIA! We are sooo happy! I'm a loyal Toyota customer, but I
wanted to see what other car makers had to offer. And the Sorento impressed me so much that I
stopped looking. When you compare the price and quality of the Sorento to other SUV's.
Sorento wins. This is my third actually. I had my Sorento LX for So I traded for a I've only had it
for 6 years and 20k miles but it's great! Average mileage running mostly city and in eco setting
is Only odd thing that's happened this year is the failure of both key fobs at one time. The one I
used not only needed a new battery but it lost it's programming. Went to use the spare which
has never been used before and it only worked intermittently. It had lost it's programming too
but not completely. See all 31 reviews of the Used Kia Sorento. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed See Inventory 3. The manufacturer provided Edmunds this
vehicle for the purposes of evaluation. Sponsored cars related to the Sorento. Sign Up. Some of
the most common problems may include the headlights burning out, the airbag light turning on,
and the engine making noises, burning oil, or failing. We cover these issues and more, why they
happen, and what the common fixes are for each for to Kia Sorento models. Most headlight
failure on the to Kia Sorento is from a burnt-out light bulb. A bad alternator can also cause the
bulbs to burn out too frequently from a bad voltage regulator. Bad wires can also cause issues
with the headlight bulbs from poor resistance in the wires, causing high amperage and burning
them out. If a rattling or ticking noise is seconds long, it is probably oil-related; if it is not, we
still recommend checking the oil level and condition, but it probably has to do with the timing
chain and tensioner. If the level falls below low, add oil to get the level near the full dot but not
past. Start the vehicle and let the engine warm up to operating temperature. If the rattling noise
stops quickly after start up, the problem is probably fixed. If the noise continues, it might be
from a bad timing chain or tensioner. Following the recommended intervals is not always going
to help prevent high oil consumption. The engine may burn oil faster than the mileage interval.
We recommend frequently checking the oil level and adding oil as the engine needs it to keep it

near full. If the oil light turns on when driving, pull over, turn off the vehicle, and check the oil
levelâ€”it may be one to one and a half quarts low. If the oil level is below the low mark, it is at
least one quart low, which is bad for the engine and can cause more internal damage. If the oil
level and condition are fine it may be the timing belt or tensioner. The airbag light tends to turn
on in 3rd gen Kia Sorentos with no accident or body damage that might trigger a sensor. This
may be from a bad clock spring or airbag module. Before diagnosing and unplugging parts,
disconnect the negative battery terminal. Wait for the capacitors holding energy in the system
to dilute to remove energy from the system and keep the airbag from accidentally deploying. A
shoe on the bearing on the crank tends to overheat and fail from low oil. Fixing this requires
taking the engine apart, obtaining miscellaneous parts, and knowing ce
car power adapter walmart
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rtain specifications and torques. We recommend bringing it to a professional. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. How to Check the Oil Level Remove the Dipstick Remove the dipstick from the
dipstick tube Clean the Dipstick Clean the dipstick with a rag Reinsert the Dipstick and Remove
It Reinsert the dipstick fully and remove it Check the Oil Level The oil level should measure
between the two dots Add Oil If Necessary If the level falls below low, add oil to get the level
near the full dot but not past Warm Up the Engine Start the vehicle and let the engine warm up
to operating temperature Let the Engine Cool Let the engine cool for a few hours Listen for
Rattling If the rattling noise stops quickly after start up, the problem is probably fixed. Publisher
Name. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Common Nissan
Murano Problems: 2nd Generation to The Battery or Alternator?

